Counter-based power models have attracted the interest of researchers because they became a quick approach to know the insights of power consumption. Moreover, they allow to overpass the limitations of measurement devices. In this paper, we compare different Top-down and Bottom-up Counter-based modeling methods. We present a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of their properties. In addition, we study how to extend them to support the currently ubiquitous Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) mechanism. We propose a simple method to generate DVFS agnostic power models from the DVFS specific models. The proposed method is applicable to models generated using any methodology and allows the reduction of the modeling time without affecting the fundamental properties of the models. The study is performed on an 18 DVFS states Intel R Core TM 2 platform using the SPECcpu2006, NAS and LMBENCH benchmark suites. In our testbed, a 6x reduction on the modeling time only increments 1 percentage point on average the error in the predictions.
INTRODUCTION
Power density and power consumption are main design constraints in processor designs [1, 2] . Several factors such as the reliability, the lifetime and the operating frequency of the processors are related to power [3, 4] . Moreover, the limitations related to power can also be found at higher level. Data centers composed by thousands of processors require energy sources to sustain the power consumption levels associated to both the actual computation plus the cooling mechanisms to keep the infrastructure below a certain temperature. Large computing infrastructures generate such a power consumption that power and energy have become as critical as performance is. In this context, performance has to be accompanied by efficiency [5, 6] .
In accordance to this new situation many techniques have been proposed for controlling the power consumption. Some of them operate at very low level, close to specific hardware functionalities and they are always activated by the hardware itself. An example of them is clock-gating [7] . Others actuate at higher level and they are managed by the runtime according to some defined power policies. For instance, Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [8] allows to select the operating frequency of each core, thus, it permits to control the overall power consumption. This has been shown to be a powerful technology, and many proposals use it to implement power-aware policies such as power capping or power envelopes [9, 10, 11, 12] .
Power-aware policies require some method to obtain the power consumption level [13] . This is usually supported through physical devices that can be placed at the level of a system node, or that can even give more accurate data on a per core basis. Multi-core architectures incorporate power sensors associated to each core [14] . One limitation of these mechanisms is that they are not able to associate particular levels of power consumption to processes in the system. That means that they do not provide an estimation of the power consumption of a particular running process. When dealing with OS power-aware policies, this is a very necessary feature in order to guide the OS scheduling. One promising alternative is to build power models based on hardware events that describe the activity that a process is causing within a processor [15, 16, 17, 18] . This has even been evaluated in shared virtualized environments in order to understand better the energy efficiency challenges [6] and to perform power and energy accounting [19, 20] .
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Modeling methods based on performance monitoring counters (PMCs) have been shown to be a good solution to estimate power consumption.
Their relevance has been confirmed in several areas such as power management [21] or application profiling [22] . PMCbased models are used on-line to guide power aware policies [15, 23] or to evaluate novel research ideas. Their main advantage is that they allow to profile real systems and perform full executions without the need to carry out time-consuming simulations [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] . These examples corroborate that PMCbased power models have been a very solid approach for addressing power issues.
We can distinguish two types of PMC-based modeling methodologies. On the one hand, there are the Topdown approaches [15, 17, 24, 26, 29, 30, 31] which aim to define simple, fast and easy to deploy models. Top-down models achieve these objectives by being architecture agnostic, avoiding the requirement of specific knowledge of the modeled architecture and by using a reduced set of PMCs. Consequently, even different platforms can be modeled quickly.
On the other hand, the Bottom-up approaches [16, 18, 25] rely on some knowledge of the underlying architecture to produce more informative, responsive and accurate power models. These approaches are able to breakdown the power components of the architecture but they are more complex to deploy than the Top-down ones.
Motivation
In this work, we compare various existing modeling methodologies, the Top-down and the Bottom-up. Specially, we study how they interact with the currently ubiquitous DVFS mechanism. DVFS allows to change the processor voltage and frequency to dynamically adapt the processor performance to a target power and energy requirements. To do so, this flexible hardware mechanism defines a set of performance states (Pstates) enabling the runtime to manage the trade-offs between power, energy and performance.
Solutions that use the DVFS mechanism require a model for all the possible DVFS configurations in order to be able to implement the desired policy. The process of modeling all the states of a given platform was not an issue until recently. Nowadays, complexity has increased considerably due to the growth of the number of cores and the number of DVFS states.
To illustrate this problem, we show in Table 1 some realistic examples about the number of models that are required depending on the number of DVFS states and cores. The DV F S chip column is generated using Equation 1 that defines the number of models needed when the DVFS mechanism is implemented globally, in which all cores in the chip share the same DVFS state, like in the Intel R Core TM 2 processor [32] . In contrast, the DV F S core column, generated using the Equation 2, 2  3  6  9  2  18  36  189  8  3  24  164  8  18  144  1562274  16  3  48  968  16  18  288  2203961429 shows the number of models needed if per core DVFS is implemented, in which each core can run at a different DVFS state 3 , like in the POWER7 processor [33] .
#M odels = #Cores × #States dvf s (1)
As we can see, adding extra cores and DVFS states increases notably the number of required models. For instance, for a 8 core machine with 18 DVFS states, we need to generate from 144 to up to 1562274 different models depending on how DVFS is implemented 4 . Obviously, this is an impractical task, even when applying systematic methods. Not only that, this problem is going to increase on upcoming architectures with more cores and DVFS states. For instance, the POWER7 already provides an almost continuous DVFS mechanism with 1% variations in frequency between DVFS states [14] .
In conclusion, the time required to fully model a platform hardens the research on power aware solutions based on PMC models. Thus, there is a need to extend the models to support the different DVFS settings without increasing excessively the modeling time and maintaining the fundamental model properties. Moreover with the advent of heterogeneous systems [34] it will be useful to not increase the modeling time in order to enable the application of PMC-based solutions on all the components present in such systems.
The modeling time problem can also affect the real products. For instance, the POWER7 already includes power proxies (PMC based power models) to estimate the power consumption of each core of the processor [35] . These firmware encoded power models should be calibrated at production time before commercialize the product. Not only that, due to aging effects these power 3 Both formulas are derived from directly applying permutation and combination theory. (1) we need to generate #States dvf s models for 1 core active, for 2 cores active, . . . , #Cores active. (2) we need to generate for 1 to #Cores, all possible combinations of #Cores length of possible States dvf s , without taking into account the order. 4 Sometimes DVFS is implemented per groups of cores. Consequently, the numbers shown represent the minimum and maximum number of possible combinations. models eventually would require to be re-calibrated. In these cases, the time required to perform the process of generating/re-calibrating the power models is also crucial.
Contributions
The contributions of this paper are fourfold:
1. We provide, for the first time, a comprehensive description of the implications of using topdown and bottom-up modeling methodologies. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first comparing -qualitatively and quantitativelymodels generated using both types of modeling methods. 2. We propose a methodology to derive the DVFS agnostic models from DVFS specific ones, keeping their fundamental properties. The benefits of having a single model for all the DVFS states are notorious. A single model simplifies the existing solutions and allows the detection of operational DVFS sweet-points.
Our method ensures that the model properties such as accuracy and responsiveness remain similar to the ones of the DVFS specific models. 3. We study, for the first time, the trade-offs between the model properties and the modeling time. We perform a design space exploration showing that reducing the number of training DVFS states reduces considerably the modeling time and keeps the model properties. 4. The quantitative evaluation is done by applying our method to extend models generated using three Top-down and one Bottom-up modeling methods. The direct comparison shows that the Bottom-up model consistently outperforms Top-down approaches, even when it is trained using only 3 DVFS states. This confirms our intuitions about the Bottom-up models: they have a higher first time deployment cost but it is worth to pay the extra cost because they show more consistent results among different workloads (SPECcpu2006, NAS and LMBENCH suites were studied). Moreover, when they need to be extended to support DVFS, less training time is needed to achieve optimal results because they capture better the DVFS behavior. In particular, we show that a 6x reduction of the modeling time, only increases the average error in one percentage point.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the characteristics of the existing PMC-based modeling methods. Our proposed DVFS agnostic modeling methodology is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the experimental framework and the models generated. The validation, the evaluation and the comparison of the modeling methods are explained in Section 5. Section 6 overviews the related work and finally, Section 7 summarizes our conclusions.
BACKGROUND
From the very beginning of the introduction of PMCs, the researchers proposed methodologies to use them as proxies of power consumption. Hence, the idea of using PMCs to estimate power consumption is not novel.
There have been proposed different methodologies targeting different purposes and requirements. For instance, there are methodologies that produce fast and simple power models just based on few PMCs -e.g. instructions per cycle (IPC) ratio-and other methodologies that produce more informative and accurate power models by using more PMCs.
All proposed approaches require to gather empirical data -training data-and then use statistical regression techniques to derive the power from a set of selected PMCs. Ideally, this process is done systematically assuming linear relationships between power and PMCs, although sometimes the human interaction is used to improve the model accuracy. For example, one can apply transformations to the input data or generate piece-wise models if the power trend changes at a given threshold [15] .
The training data set used during the model formation influences its accuracy and generality. In the literature, we can find models trained using specifically designed microbenchmarks [15, 16, 18] or models trained using real applications [36] . The former claim more generality whereas the latter aim to be more accurate for such application domain.
Besides these characteristics, the methodologies to generate models can be classified in two categories depending on how the model is derived: the Topdown and Bottom-up approaches. The Top-down ones derive the power consumption treating the processor as a 'black-box', whereas the Bottom-up ones divide the architecture in power components and predict their standalone power consumption to later derive the overall power consumption. The following sections provide more insights about the pros and cons and the implications of using each one.
Top-down power models
The Top-down approaches aim to produce simple, fast and easy to deploy power models, allowing a quick implementation on different platforms. For that purpose, they avoid the need of specific knowledge of the underlying architecture, being the most architecture agnostic as possible.
We differentiate two subtypes depending on how the PMCs are selected. On the one hand, the simpler Top-down methodologies define models that use generic activity ratios present in all architectures such as IPC or memory requests per cycle to estimate the power consumption [24, 26] .
On the other hand, there are methodologies that propose to evaluate several PMCs and then use statistical parameter selection techniques to select the PMCs that are more correlated with power consumption [29, 30] .
Although this process can be automatized, sometimes manual tuning is used to improve the accuracy of the model [15, 31] . The main drawback of using statistical parameter selection techniques is that they bias the models generated towards the characteristics of the input training set, reducing their generality.
Regardless of the method used for selecting the PMCs, the number of PMCs used by this type of models usually does not exceed the maximum number of PMCs that can be tracked simultaneously on the modeled platform. The rationale behind this limitation is that these Top-down approaches aim to produce fast and simple power models. Thus, the number of multiplexed PMC sets is minimized, avoiding the multiplexing issue if possible.
Finally, Top-down multicore models are generated by stressing all the cores simultaneously. Then, to obtain the per-core power model, the overall power is divided by the number of cores assuming an idealistic resource sharing situation. This simplification fulfills the main aim of these models: being fast and simple. However, this simplifying assumption is only correct when all the cores of the Chip Multi-Processor (CMP) operate at the same DVFS state -in which the model was trained. As a result, these models are unable to breakdown per core power consumption when the frequency of the cores in the CMP is not homogeneous, limiting their applicability in current architectures.
Bottom-up power models
The Bottom-up approaches rely on some knowledge of the underlying architecture to produce more reliable and enlightening power models [16, 18] . For instance, they can provide a microarchitectural component-wise power consumption breakdown [25] . But this extra information and accuracy comes at the expense of requiring to multiplex the PMCs. As a result, they are more error prone for applications with very transient activity.
These approaches have a higher first-time deployment cost because they require to study the microarchitecture of the processor being modeled in order to define the power components and their respective PMCs. Then, it is required to specifically design microbenchmarks that stress each of the defined components.
Like the Top-down approaches, the Bottom-up ones generate the final model using statistical regression techniques. Again, some manual tuning may be needed to improve the accuracy of the model [25] , although the model generation can be completely automatized if enough microbenchmarks are defined [16, 18] .
When modeling several DVFS states, the higher first-time deployment cost drawback of the Bottom-up approaches is minimized since the overall modeling time is dominated by time needed to gather the experimental data rather than the one required to analyse the architecture and to design the microbenchmarks. Moreover, this is not a big drawback compared to the Top-down approaches since some of them also require the usage of specifically designed microbenchmarks to improve their accuracy [15] . The extension of Bottom-up models to multicores is straightforward and it does not have the limitations that the Top-down models have. The reason is that Bottom-up models for CMPs are just the addition of the particular single core models. As a result, modeling all the DVFS states of one core of a CMP is enough to be able to be able to model the entire CMP. Although sometimes, a final tunning is needed [16, 18] to fix the distribution of the static component. Nevertheless, this extra step is not a time consuming procedure.
In summary, the choice of the modeling methodology depends more on the requirements -accuracy, granularity, responsiveness, . . . -of the environment in which the model will be used rather than the deployment cost. Top-down approaches generate faster models -higher granularity-than the Bottom-up ones, but the last ones are more accurate and reliable on current CMP architectures. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the different modeling methodologies.
DVFS AGNOSTIC POWER MODELS
In order to generate DVFS agnostic power models, we propose to start from the already proven valid power modeling methods presented in the previous section. The idea is to directly generate DVFS agnostic models from DVFS specific ones. To reach this goal, we model the relationships between DVFS specific model coefficients and DVFS state using regression techniques.
The rationale behind this procedure is to keep the model properties untouched. We want to keep similar accuracy and responsiveness results, while at the same time keep other properties such as decomposability.
The methodologies presented in Section 2 generate power models like:
where the total power (P total ) predicted is the sum of the power components defined (numcomp) -inputs of the regression-plus the regression intercept (W intercept ). Each power component is the product of an activity ratio formula (AR i ) based on PMCs and the weight assigned by the regression method (W i ).
If we generate a model for each of the available DVFS states of the modeled platform, we can obtain a vector of pairs of DVFS state (S i ) and weight for each component cmp (the W intercept and W i in Equation 3) [24, 26] N/A Top-down complex [15, 29, 30, 31] N/A Bottom-up [16, 25, 18] of the form:
where n is the number of DVFS states. Taking into account that with regards to voltage (V ) and frequency (F ) the power (P ) is modeled as:
in which the capacitance (C) remains constant, we can model each component weight (W cmpi ) as a function of the DVFS state (S i ):
Then, we can apply regression analysis to obtain a f cmp that models the power weight (W cmpi ) from the DVFS state 5 . So that, replacing the variables from Equation 3, we end up with a DVFS agnostic power model: (7) in which the power is derived from the PMC activity ratios (AR i ) and the current DVFS frequency (F ).
Notice that the idea of DVFS agnostic PMC-based power models is not novel. Previous works also present DVFS agnostic modeling methods [29, 30] . The work in [30] normalizes the PMC values using a frequencyindependent metric, such as the execution time, and the work in [29] uses the different frequencies (e.g. core frequency, memory frequency) as independent model inputs -not related to PMCs-in conjunction with PMC values normalized to execution time. In both cases, they generate data for each of the DVFS states available on the platform in order to produce directly -in one step-a DVFS agnostic power model. Normalizing the activity ratios to execution time implies a loss of information and introduces errors. For instance, an activity ratio of n events per second can have different power consumption depending on the DVFS setting. However, the model would predict the same power consumption. Therefore, by definition, the properties of the models generated using these 'one-step' methods are affected by the DVFS mechanism.
Other options to generate DVFS agnostic power models are to extend the model by adding more inputs, or to scale the model using the well-known power-DVFS relation (Equation 5 ). The former is discarded because it modifies the model properties. For instance, the decomposability property of the models is affected. The later, the direct scaling, is discarded because it can not be generally applied. Often the detailed information -i.e. the exact voltage-is not available because is processor dependent [37] .
Moreover, on current architectures the DVFS is not applied homogeneously among all the microarchitectural components [33] . As a result, directly scaling the models would affect their properties. In the end, the proposed two step method is the only one that does not directly affect the model properties and can be generally applicable.
Reducing the modeling time
Using the proposed method, as the number of cores and DVFS states grows, the modeling time increases and becomes dominated by the time required to gather the training and validation data. In fact, this problem was already faced in [21] . In that work, Snowdon et al. specifically describe the need to reduce the 18 days that would require to perform the entire platform modeling. Their solution was to use incomplete benchmarks suites (benchmark pruning), but still gather data for all the DVFS states available.
Clearly, reducing the number of training benchmarks reduces the modeling time. However, it also reduces the generality of the models generated since they are trained on fewer situations. Moreover, any other models derived from them -like the ones generated using our proposal to generate DVFS agnostic models-will also loose reliability.
Another drawback of performing benchmark pruning to speed up the modeling process is the lack of the generality. It can only be applied on the Topdown modeling methodologies, which are the ones that are more dependent to the training set. Bottom-up modeling methods require specifically designed training microbenchmark sets, which can not be reduced.
As a result, we propose to reduce the number of DVFS states in which gather training data for generating DVFS specific models. The usage of less DVFS specific models to generate the DVFS agnostic ones might reduce final reliability of them. Specially, this might be true for DVFS states in which we do not gather training data.
However, we will see in Section 5.3 that the number of DVFS states to model can be reduced -up to the minimum of three-without affecting significantly the accuracy of the models. The rationale behind this observation is that the power consumption has a strong and well known relationship with the DVFS state (Equation 5). Moreover, other properties such as the generality, the responsiveness or the decomposability of the models are neither affected since the former depends on the input benchmark variety -which is not reducedand the latter ones depend only on the model design, which we do not modify.
EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

Platform
We have performed the experiments on an Intel R Core TM 2 Duo T9300 [32] with 2GB of RAM. We only present results for one core enabled for brevity. Two core models of the same platform were generated and they lead to the same conclusions. Moreover, the modeling methodologies used in this work can also be applied to newer and different platforms in the same fashion, without affecting the conclusion and the generality of this work.
The modeled processor implements DVFS with frequency and voltage ranges that are [0.8,2.5]GHz and [0.75, 1.25] 6 volts respectively. We used the mechanism provided by the Linux R kernel to override the Differentiated System Description Table (DSDT) . The DSDT table is part of the ACPI [38] specification and it supplies configuration information about a base system such as the DVFS states, also known as P-states. Our modified DSDT enabled several P-states between the platform pre-defined ones, allowing us to model the entire frequency range with higher granularity. Table 3 summarizes all the P-states enabled. The first two columns show the core and the front-side bus (FSB) frequency. The core frequency is multiple of the external FSB clock speed. Frequencies below 1.2 GHz are achieved by halving the FSB frequency, increasing the latency of memory accesses. We will see later (in Section 4.4) that this architectural property also affects some power modeling methodologies.
The third and fourth columns are the frequency identifier (FID) and the voltage identifier respectively (VID). The fifth column, 1 /2 Bus, indicates if the bit for halving the FSB frequency is set. The sixth column, 1 /2 Clk, indicates if a half point should be added to the final Bus multiplier, shown in last but one column. The final core frequency is the product of the FID and FSB frequency, plus a half point if the 1 /2 Clk bit is set. The last column shows the value that should be written to the perf ctl MSR 7 in order to activate the DVFS 
Power and PMC gathering
The embedded controller firmware of the modeled platform -the BIOS-is used to gather power measurements. It provides information about the power source and fulfills the SMAPI specification [39] . This specification defines an interface to obtain power consumption measurements with a guaranteed granularity and accuracy. As a result, the device provides power measurements in a granularity of milliwatts with a maximum error of 2%. We have validated the readings against the ones from a Watts Up.Net [40] power meter for correctness. The measurements from both devices were consistent. In the end, we use the platform provided measurement device because it provided higher granularity and responsiveness.
We installed a Linux R kernel 2.6.28 with the required patches to allow access to the PMCs [41] . We boot it in level 1 mode 8 to nullify possible interferences. The tp smapi [42] module was loaded to access the measurement device. We modified pfmon [43] to gather the PMCs and the power consumption simultaneously every two seconds. We switched off all sources of power consumption -e.g. the display-that we do not want to interfere. For platform components where it is not possible to switch off, we configured them at constant operation mode. Under this conditions, we track the power consumption during one minute before each experiment and we find the baseline power consumption for the idle system to be 15765 mW. The fact that for all the experiments carried out we found a fairly constant idle power consumption demonstrates that we nullify possible interferences. For the purpose of power estimation only, we assume that baseline, 15765 mW, to be the power consumption of the platform except for the processor and the memory. Similar set-ups and measurement methodologies were already used and validated in the literature [15, 16, 19, 18, 20] .
Benchmarks
Under the explained conditions, we have collected the data to generate and validate the models. We executed the SPECcpu2006 [44] , the NAS [45] , and the LMBENCH [46] benchmark suites. They were compiled using gcc with -O2 optimization flag. The SPECcpu2006 benchmarks are designed to stress integer and floating point processor performance, including the memory hierarchy. The NAS benchmarks are designed to evaluate parallel systems. However, we configured them to use only one thread that solves the largest problem size. This configuration maximizes the stress of the memory subsystem. Finally, the LMBENCH benchmarks evaluate the performance of UNIX systems. They stress various OS related aspects such as process creation latency, signal handling or the TCP stack. Thus, the evaluation of the three different suites allows us to provide a consistent and sound study of the modeling methodologies for a wide range of situations, corroborating the generality of the proposal. Moreover, we developed a bunch of microbenchmarks that stress specific parts of the architecture in order to gather the training data required for the Bottom-up methodologies. Table 4 describes the experiments executed for each DVFS state available in our platform. In total, we ran 3366 experiments to obtain 255420 samples of PMCs and power. The overall process required about 6 days to complete, providing an evidence of how time consuming already is the task of fully modeling a single core platform.
Data processing and model generation
We used R [47] to perform all the statistical regression analysis. R is a software environment for statistical computing which also provides a scripting interface. We developed a set of R scripts to automatize the generation of the power models. Hence, no human intervention nor expert manual tuning have been performed to form the models. This is an important point to remark, since fine-tuning each DVFS specific model would be impractical. Table 5 describes the models generated using the R scripts.
TD A and TD B are generated using the most simple Top-down approaches explained in Section 2.1 which use common activity ratios present in all platforms. In this case, TD A uses IPC and TD B uses IPC and memory access ratio as input respectively. The TD C model was generated using the counters suggested by the most accurate Top-down approaches [15, 29, 30] , which use a guided statistical parameter selection method to select the input PMCs. We ended up with a similar subset of counters as the ones selected in [15] , which are IPC, FP EXEC, L2 MISS and STALL ratios. The other model, BU, was generated by applying a Bottom-up methodology. Concretely, we followed the methodology we presented in [16, 18] , in which for each functional unit -e.g. Integer, Floating-point, L1, L2,. . . -a weight is derived using specifically designed microbenchmarks. We refer the reader to these works [16, 18] for a comprehensive explanation of the modeling method.
Once the input PMCs are defined for each model, we applied the regression analysis on the training data for each DVFS state in order to get the model weights for each state (the DVFS specific models). The Topdown models were trained using the SPECcpu2006 data as input, whereas the Bottom-up one used the microbenchmark data as training data. We do not show the actual weights obtained for each model and DVFS state to not saturate the explanation. Nevertheless, we note that as expected all weights present a direct positive relation with frequency.
Then, as explained in Section 3, we perform a second regression on the weights using the DVFS state frequency as input. In order to choose a modeling function (f i ) for each component, the script applies both linear regression and exponential regression. Then, it selects the one with better correlation coefficient (R). As a result, the f i from Equation 6 is defined as:
where α i , β i , γ i , δ i and i are coefficients generated by the regression applied. In almost all the cases, the regressions showed high -higher than 0.9-correlation coefficients (R lin , R exp ), indicating as we will see in Section 5.1 that the generalization of the DVFS specific models to DVFS agnostic ones does not affect noticeably the properties of the models. A special case is the regression for the memory component of the BU model. We did a piece-wise regression at 1.2GHz because as explained in Section 4.1 the frequency of the memory bus changes at that point and consequently its weight trend changes. Notice that this special behavior does not affect the model generation automation since the memory frequency change is an architectural characteristic known a priori. Hence, the modeling R script is already designed to take that effect into account. Top-down models do not suffer from these changes on weight trends because they do not model each component separately. We named each of the generated DVFS agnostic models after their original source model. Concretely, they are named TD A DVFS, TD B DVFS, TD C DVFS and BU DVFS respectively. The final models generated are shown in Figure 1 . We use them to get estimated power consumption traces as shown in Figure 2 , in which we see the predictions of the four models in conjunction to the real power trace. We do not include previous proposals of DVFS agnostic counter based power models [29, 30] because the main focus of this work is to compare Top-down vs Bottom-up models when they are extended -using our generally applicable proposal-to be DVFS agnostic.
MODEL VALIDATION
In this section we validate the models generated in terms of accuracy, responsiveness and robustness to DVFS. The accuracy is mandatory because an inaccurate model is useless. The responsiveness of a model -its capacity to track dynamic variations-is important for the applicability of the model as shown in previous works [16, 18] . Finally, we define robustness as the capacity of the model to maintain the accuracy and the responsiveness when the number of DVFS states used to generate it is reduced. So, the more robust a model is, the more quickly it can be produced.
Accuracy validation
Average error
We evaluate the accuracy using the percentage average absolute prediction error (PAAE) [27] . The PAAE of the models for each DVFS state and suite are shown in Figure 3 . The models are sorted to facilitate the comparison between the DVFS specific models and their respective DVFS agnostic one. The most important point to remark is that in overall, for the three benchmark suites, the DVFS agnostic models do not introduce a significant error with respect to the DVFS specific ones. Figure 3(a) shows the PAAE for the SPECcpu2006 suite. All the models present low PAAE (below 3% in general) for this suite. In this figure, it is important to notice that the Bottom-up model shows competitive results even though Top-down models are over-trained for this suite (They use the same training and validation benchmark suite). We also see the TD A.* models increase their PAAE when the frequency decreases. This is because these models do not take into account the memory activity, whose relative contribution to the total power consumption increases when processor frequency decreases. Figure 3(b) shows the average error for the NAS suite. In this case, we see that the TD A and the TD A DVFS models are very inaccurate, with up to 22% error in predictions. Again, the reason is that these simple models do not take into account the memory activity, which is important in the NAS suite. Besides, the other models show a slightly higher PAAEs than in Figure 3 (a), but they remain in an acceptable values (in general between 2% and 7%). Notice that now, when any of the models is over-trained, the Bottom-up model still shows very competitive results.
The LMBENCH suite is the one with more benchmarks (44) and more heterogeneity between them, covering a wider range of situations than the other benchmark suites. The results for this suite, shown in Figure 3(c) , corroborate that the Bottom-up models provide higher accuracy and generality than Top-down ones. In this case, we see that Bottom-up models show PAAEs between 2% and 4%, whereas the Top-down ones double the prediction error, with values between 7% and 9% in overall.
In summary, these results show that the generalization from DVFS specific models to DVFS agnostic ones does not affect noticeably the accuracy of the models. As a result, the model generated using the Bottom-up method exhibits more generality.
Coverage
The coverage of the generated models is another aspect to evaluate the overall accuracy of them. Figure 4 shows the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) of model errors for the three suites analyzed.
In Figure 4 (a), we see a fairly similar ECDF between the models even though Top-down ones are overtrained. Only the simplest TD A DVFS shows noticeable worse results. Similar trends are obtained for the NAS suite, shown in Figure 4(b) .
The LMBENCH results, shown in Figure 4 (c), exhibit a more clear difference between the models. In this case the BU DVFS model performs about 80% of predictions with less than 10% error. In contrast, for the same error threshold, the TD C DVFS model, which was the best Top-down one in the other suites, covers only about the 45% of the space.
This corroborates the results found in previous
Detailed formulas of the DVFS agnostic power models generated from the DVFS specific ones after applying the proposed extension methodology. section: the Bottom-up approaches provide higher coverage and generality. Moreover, we corroborate that the extension to be DVFS agnostic does not affect the coverage of the model generated. 
Responsiveness
We evaluate the responsiveness of the models by applying the same phase detection algorithm to both, the modeled and the actual power traces, and comparing the results. Similar to our previous works [16, 18] , we apply a first pivot clustering algorithm with a minimum phase threshold of 250mW.
Phase detection accuracy
The top two charts in Figure 5 show the phase detection accuracy of the TD C DVFS and BU DVFS models for the entire SPECcpu2006 suite on all the frequencies. The simpler models, TD A DVFS and TD B DVFS, are not shown for brevity. Moreover, the results of the DVFS specific models are not shown because the DVFS agnostic and DVFS specific models exhibit a very similar behavior in terms of responsiveness. The results are classified by phase duration and phase variation in order to understand better the responsiveness trends. In terms of variation, the general trend in both models is that the higher the variation the higher the phase detection accuracy. In terms of phase duration there is not a clear trend to comment. These results are similar to the ones shown by previous works [16, 18] , corroborating that the DVFS extension method does not modify the model responsiveness property. Moreover, even not shown here, the results of the TD A DVFS and TD B DVFS models also behave similarly as their DVFS specific counterparts.
In more detail, the direct comparison of both models show that both models, the BU DVFS model and the TD C DVFS, present similar results in overall. However, for higher variations the BU DVFS model outperforms the TD C DVFS one. For instance, the Bottom-up model is able to detect 100% of phases with variations above 1 watt and duration more than 60 seconds, whereas the TD C DVFS detects less than 40% of such phases. Table 6 (a) shows the average accuracy results of the models for all phases and durations and for phases with more than 1000mW variations. We see that on average both models detect a similar amount of phases, around 50% of the 3027 power phases. Nevertheless, for the important phases, the ones with high variations (>1000mW), the BU DVFS model outperforms the other by detecting 84% of the 187 power phases. The Top-down model has around 8 percentage points less accuracy than the Bottom-up one, detecting only 76.4% of the phases.
Notice that, by implementing a more complex phase detection algorithm instead of using the simple first pivot clustering algorithm, the accuracy results could be higher 9 . However, the results shown already provide an overview of the overall phase detection accuracy trends of the different modeling approaches.
False positives
The drawback of having a more responsive power model is its false positive ratio, which we define as the percentage of non-existent phases predicted with respect to the total number of phases. The evaluation of the false positives ratio of a model is important to know its applicability because an over-reactive model is also useless [16, 18] .
The bottom two charts in Figure 5 show the classification in variation and duration of the false positives. In both models the general trend is that most of the non-existent phases reported are concentrated on low variations due to the same reason as before; in such low variations phases, a slight error in the prediction results in the detection of a non-existent phase. Table 6 (b) shows the summary of false positive ratios for all the phases and for the ones with more than 1000mW variation. It is important to notice that in contrast to what one might expect, the BU DVFS model reports much less false positives than the TD C model, 75.2% versus 147.9% respectively. And for high variations, the important ones, the BU DVFS model provides a very low false positive ratio of 0.50%, whereas the top-down model has a 27.8% false positive ratio.
In summary, the Bottom-up DVFS agnostic model provides the better trade-off between phase detection accuracy and false positive ratio (specially for important variations). Moreover, it provides the lowest PAAEs for the three benchmark suites analysed. These results, which are in accordance with previous observations [16, 18] , confirm that the extension of DVFS specific models to DVFS agnostic ones does not affect the responsiveness property of the models.
Robustness to DVFS
We have already explained that our extension from DVFS specific models to DVFS agnostic ones does not affect noticeably the basic properties of the models: accuracy and responsiveness. In this section, we study the effects on these properties when the number of DVFS states used to train the DVFS agnostic models is reduced. The reduction of the number of DVFS states is 9 The study of different phase detection algorithms is out of the scope of this paper. In any case, one should notice that the algorithms have to be simple enough to be used online without incurring in overheads. Model   TD_C  TD_C_DVFS  TD_C_DVFS_10  TD_C_DVFS_7  TD_C_DVFS_4  TD_C_DVFS_3  TD_C_DVFS_2  BU  BU_DVFS  BU_DVFS_10  BU_DVFS_7  BU_DVFS_4  BU_DVFS_3  BU_DVFS_2 (c) LMBENCH
Average PAAE of the models for the SPECcpu2006, NAS and LMBENCH benchmark suites for all the DVFS states.
important to minimize the time required to fully model a given platform.
To perform the robustness to DVFS evaluation, we reapplied the step explained in Section 4.4 but modifying the number of DVFS states used as input of the second regression. We generated models using 2,3,4,7 and 10 states of the 18 available in our system. The frequencies selected in all the cases were equally distant (e.g. the model TD C DVFS 3 is generated using the 0.8, 1.7 and 2.5 frequencies and the BU DVFS 4 is generated using the 0.8, 1.4, 2 and 2.5 frequencies). Figure 6 shows the PAAEs of the model predictions for the three suites studied and for all the 18 frequencies. As expected, the average error increases when the number of the training DVFS states is reduced. However, it is important to note that this increment is not very significant, demonstrating that a continuous DVFS mechanism can be fully modeled by training only few -three-DVFS states.
Accuracy
In general, the reduction from 18 DVFS states to only 3 (6x reduction) shows increments of less than 1 percentage point in the PAAEs for both models and the three suites. Only the TD C DVFS model for the LMBENCH suite shows a higher increment, about 2 percentage points increment in PAAE for the same reduction. As a result, for this particular case, a 6x reduction of the data gathering process (modeling time) only reduces about 1 percentage point the accuracy of the models.
The models trained only using two frequencies, the minimal and the maximum one, exhibit noticeable higher PAAEs. The reason is that they are oversimplistic (linear), omitting the exponential relation of power with regards to the DVFS state. For instance, in Figure 6 (a) and 6(c), they have about 2 percentage points more PAAE than the ones trained using 3 DVFS states.
In detail, Figure 6 (b) shows the PAAEs for the NAS suite. In this case, we see that the average error of the models is not affected by the number of DVFS states used as much as in the other suites (less than 1% variations). The reason is that the power related to the memory -which is the main component stressed by these benchmarks-can be easily modeled using just two states. This is because such component is less affected by the DVFS state changes 10 . Figure 7 shows the PAAEs of all the TD C related models against the BU DVFS 3 one for the LMBENCH suite, the most generic one. The important point to remark is that the BU DVFS 3, which is generated from only 3 DVFS states, is more accurate than the rest for any particular DVFS state. Notice that this is true even when the Top-down models are specific for that DVFS state (TD C) or generated from more DVFS states.
From these results, we conclude that the methodology presented in Section 3 is very robust to the reduction of the number of DVFS states in terms of accuracy. As a result, it does not affect the previous assumptions regarding the properties and characteristics of the modeling methodologies. In this case, we have seen that the DVFS agnostic BU model outperforms in the same way as the DVFS specific BU model did, the DVFS specific TD C models.
Responsiveness
In order to validate if the responsiveness property is kept when the number of DVFS states is reduced, we re-applied the responsiveness validation to the models generated using less DVFS states as input. Figure 8 shows the phase detection accuracy plots of the models generated using only 3 DVFS states. If we compare the charts in this figure against the ones at the top of Figure 5 , we see very similar trends and results.
This observation leads us to conclude that the responsiveness of a DVFS agnostic model is neither affected by the reduction of the DVFS training states. Again, this property, the responsiveness of a model, like the other ones, such as the accuracy, is defined only by the model design: the number of the components, its associated input PMCs and the training set (for a single DVFS state).
From the facts shown through the paper, we conclude that in order to fully model a DVFS enabled platform, it is more important to generate an accurate and responsive minimum set of DVFS specific models and then apply our extension method than to reduce the training set on each DVFS state and explore more states. As demonstrated in this paper, performing the (a) TD C DVFS 3 Accuracy (b) BU DVFS 3 Accuracy FIGURE 8. Phase detection accuracy and false positive ratios of the models generated using only 3 DVFS states for the SPECcpu2006 suite. The results are classified by phase variation (x-axis) and phase duration (y-axis).
modeling using the proposed 2-step method allows the reduction of the modeling time, keeping at the same time the modeling properties.
RELATED WORK
In Section 2, we discussed the state of the art on power modeling methods based on performance counters. In this section, we provide wider view of the importance of power modeling methods in order to improve the efficiency of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) systems. Previous works on power modeling also focused on its usage to guide power aware policies, characterize systems or evaluate new proposals. For instance, Tao Li et al. [26] study the power consumption at the OS level. For this purpose, a simple Top-down model is built based on the broadly accepted observation that there is a positive relation between instructions retired and power consumption. F. Bellosa [24] implements an OS power aware policy based on PMCs collected at runtime, which are used to estimate the power consumption.
A similar approach is used by V. Jiménez et al. [31] , in which a model is generated to characterize the power consumption of a POWER6 system. Moreover, our previous work in local memories [28] used the Bottom-up model presented by Isci et al. [25] to evaluate the power consumption.
Besides, power models are required in order to perform architectural design space explorations on simulation platforms. For instance, in [48] , M.Hsieh et al. presents a framework that integrates various power and thermal libraries such as Wattch [49] . Also, M.Powell et al. [50] proposes a method based on few PMCs to estimate the activity of several microarchitectural structures and then predict their power consumption.
Counter-based DVFS aware power models can be used to guide energy aware techniques and provide feedback for improving a wide-spectrum of proposed energyconscious solutions. There exists several approaches that with accurate on-line power estimates, such as Model   TD_C_DVFS_10  TD_C_DVFS_7  TD_C_DVFS_4  TD_C_DVFS_3  TD_C_DVFS  TD_C  BU_DVFS_3 FIGURE 7. Average PAAE of the TD C* and BU DVFS 3 models for the LMBENCH suite.
the ones provided by counter-based power models, can be improved or implemented on real platforms.
In [51] , T.V. Do proposes an energy-aware policy for operating server farms. The presented policy manages the hosts power modes depending on the workload in order to save energy; In [12] , a poweraware partitioner and scheduler for real-time systems is presented. The proposed mechanism uses DVFS to save energy while guaranteeing the tasks deadlines;
In [34] a benchmarking methodology for measuring performance and energy efficiency for heterogeneous systems is presented; and in [11] , the authors present a to solution the inter-task and intra-task DVFS problems simultaneously, taking into account low power (sleep) modes. In all the variety of these works, the authors could have used counter-based power models to quickly evaluate their solutions.
In [6] , a review of the approaches currently used for energy-efficient operation of ICTs systems is presented. The paper points out some key research demands that come up when such green-approaches are applied in cloud computing environments. The improvements of the power modeling techniques, like the one presented in this work, which have been applied in cloud computing environments [19, 20] , help to improve the insights about ICTs power consumption. As a result, they facilitate the task of developing solutions for solving the demands pointed out in [6] .
Finally, the importance of improving the energy efficiency at all levels of ICTs infrastructures has become a topic of interests for researchers. In that sense, all the subsystems of such infrastructures with associated performance counters, like the network subsystem, can be subject to be empirically modeled using a methodology similar to the one presented in this paper. For instance, in [52] , an analytical model is presented to grain insights about how to use routing control in a network for reducing energy consumption, maintaining a certain level of QoS; and in [53] , Lent presents a simulation model to evaluate the power consumption of computer networks. The simulation model is calibrated using empirical measurements, and then the system is modeled based in terms of data traffic. All these works remark the importance of energy-conscious models to understand the complexity of the power/performance trade-offs of current ICTs systems.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we compared different PMC-based modeling approaches -Top-down and Bottom-up-. Specially, we studied how they interact with the currently ubiquitous Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) mechanism. We derived 4 different DVFS agnostic power models from existing DVFS specific models and proposed an extension methodology that does not affect the model properties. Moreover, we studied the reduction of the modeling time in order to enable the usage of PMC based models on future architectures with several DVFS states and cores.
The study performed on a 18 DVFS states Intel R Core TM 2 platform using the SPECcpu2006, NAS and LMBENCH benchmark suites showed that DVFS agnostic power models provide the same levels of accuracy and responsiveness as the DVFS specific ones. Moreover, we showed that DVFS agnostic models trained only using 3 DVFS states provide the same levels of accuracy (1% increment on average error) and responsiveness as the ones trained using all the DVFS states. As a result, for this particular case, the modeling time can be reduced by 6 without compromising the reliability of the models generated.
The proof that DVFS agnostic models generated only from few DVFS states are still reliable, enables the generation of PMC based models for new architectures and consequently, it allows to continue the research on power aware policies based on them. 
